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3. CARTOGRAPHIC ESSAYS
TOWARDS ATMOSPHERE
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Fig. 70, 71: Textures of the first case study:landscape unit of Secans de Belianes i d’Ondara, CRPPb 2007

3.1. On the approach

In this chapter we will affront the methodological questions involved with whether and how atmosphere can be
externalized in the medium of cartography.

Both signs and symbols carry meaning. They differ in the way in which they do so.
A sign indicates a present event or a condition of which it is a notable part and thereby able to signify it.
A symbol denotes something absent and external to it. The interpretation of signs is spontaneous.
The interpretation of symbols is mediated by the objective presence of a language.
Susanne Langer, (1953).

Defying the common belief that representations of atmosphere are bound in ¨human scale¨ environments, in their
majority in form of three dimensional representations that intent to visually communicate the effect of atmosphere to
our emotional sensibility, the ortho-cartographical essays developped for this thesis point towards the identification
of the objective properties of the environment that function as activators of atmosphere in a scale more proper to
regional or municipal planning.
The objective, as previously mentioned, is not to communicate atmosphere in terms of its effects but in terms of
its causes. This process begins with the identification of the possibilities traced in the definition of atmosphere
configured in three levels of spatial meaning:
The embodied experience is conceived in terms of a dense spatial meaning emerging through the crossing of the
existing pattern with the pattern of its embodied experience. This embodied experience is mainly understood in
terms of interaction with the landscape, an interaction structured according to the manner that landscape contains
the body, interpreted at the level of the sign and not of the symbol: the configuration is analyzed in terms of the
basic affordances offered to the subject, the possibilities of action that he directly perceives in the landscape,
capturing his attention by a situation that envelops the body sensually and not merely symbolically.
These affordances are to be analyzed according to the precise manner through which they support the presence
of the user: in other words in which precise manner they ¨contain¨ the body, in terms of basic spatial schemas. One
specific spatial schema seems to prevail on others: Containment. The identification of the activators of atmosphere
focus on how the body is contained in the spatial pattern, not only in the immediate field of bodily perception but
also in relation by the consecutive fields and even the more distant horizons.
At another level, following Kaplan, landscape could be interpreted in terms of the quality of the information it
conveys. This aspect is approached in terms of the morphological complexity of the visual information perceptible
on the site.
The concreteness of the configuration of this landscape, in terms of its formal configuration and its materiality
becomes thus crucial as they configure the specificity of the affordances and the basic spatial schemas and thus
their metaphorical projections: we are not only located in or out, we are not simply contained, but we are situated
in a very specific manner based on the analogies of our ¨body¨ with those of the space enveloping us. Drawing once
more from Langer’s definition and differentiation between sign and symbol, affordances and spatial schemas should
be firstly and above all understood and analyzed as signs, as being notable part of a present even or a condition,
perceived as a concrete manifestation of an event (or latent condition) in a specific mode of influence. Interpreted
as signs, they exemplify through their form the interaction between spatial embodied experience and the existing
pattern.
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Basic affordances, spatial patterns of containment and the perceptible morphological complexity in the landscape are
defined as basic activators of atmosphere and offer the initial point of departure for the cartographical exercises of
atmosphere.
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Fig. 72: Interpretation of the ¨plain¨ in the landscape unit of Lerida

Selection of case studies

The plain
Slope 0%-5%

[113] Published in the Catalogue of the 5th European Landscape Biennale, Rosa Barba Prize, 2008 ¨Storm and Stress¨
[114] http://parcs.diba.cat/web/BaixLlobregat
[115] See:
SABATÉ BEL, J, “El Plan Especial del Parque Agrario de el Baix Llobregat.” in Patrimonio y desarrollo territorial. Colonias, Sèquia de
Manresa y Delta del Llobregat. Diputación de Barcelona. Universidad Politécnica de Cataluña. Barcelona, p. 45-62
SABATÉ BEL, J.; SCHUSTER, J. M.2001, Designing the Llobregat Corridor. Cultural Landscape and Regional Development. Projectant
l’eix del Llobregat. Paisatge cultural idesenvolupament regional. Universidad Politécnica de Cataluña y Massachusetts Institute of
Technology: Barcelona, 2001
SABATÉ BEL J, 2004, “De la preservación del patrimonio a la ordenación del paisaje”, in: Urbano, Noviembre, año/vol. 7, numero
010, Universidad de Bío Bío, Concepción, Chile, p.42-49
[116] Werner Nohl (2001) proposes ¨the plain¨ as a new category of landscape aesthetics specifically referring and considering the
specificity but also the contemporary dynamics influencing agricultural landscapes:
Looking at the areas of intensive agricultural production and other modern land uses, which will characterize large parts of our
landscape in future, it might be useful to point at a fourth aesthetic category, relevant to landscape perception. In the following, the
aesthetic quality of such areas will be called the ``plain’’. Today, these areas belong to the aesthetically most unattractive landscapes.
Because of the intensive land uses they are void and empty with regard to natural structures, and/or filled up with large-scale
engineering structures(highways, electrical power lines, masts, power plants), which make them perceptually monotonous and
boring. The above mentioned homogenization, reduction, weakening and alienization of the perceptual field is especially true of
this landscape type. Here the elementary conditions of aesthetics are largely destroyed. It is no longer possible to make perceptual
distinctions, which would be necessary for perceptual orientation and aesthetic joy. From the aesthetic point of view such ``chemically
clean functionality’’ (Adorno) of these areas, stemming from a short-term profit seeking, has an abstract and detrimental effect.
However, this would change if these areas were managed and cultivated in a sustain-able way. Sustainability stresses ``alliancetechniques’’ with nature (Bloch, 1973), which brings the productivity of nature back into play. A reasonable way to gain such
sustainable conditions would be to enrich the intensively used areas with a sufficientlydense net of natural and visually concise
elements and structures. Thus, the landscape would be ecologically improved without disturbing modern management. At the same
time the open and empty fields would be perceptually patterned (again), which would restore their dignity as aesthetically attractive
landscapes. This would be the way to show how nature and the man-made could be reconciled, aesthetically. Landscapes of this
kind would not evoke exciting emotions, but they would be able to arouse feelings of contentment and of gratitude in the beholder.
This modest yet important aesthetic perceptual quality of landscape is the content of the ``plain’’. Of course, plain landscapes would
continue to be shaped by a rational land use planning and management, but this would not be an aesthetic deficiency. On the
contrary: in this way the necessity of sustainable land use could aesthetically be made visible (Hoislet al., 2001). To perceive this
necessity would be part of the special content of the aesthetic category of the plain. In sum: plainness is a new visual experience,
which is still waiting to be realized. (Nohl 2001:233)
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[117] Furthermore, in a different scale, agriculture forms a constant metaphor in landscape design. The imagery behind the
traditional means of sculpturing the land awakens a particular interest reflected mostly into the high aesthetic appreciation of
the geometric forms generated through essentially functional requisites and an effective use of land. Agriculture has inspired art
and of course landscape architecture design. The references of agriculture, in its varied forms adjusted to the topographical and
hydrological peculiarities of the physical support, geometrical motifs, agricultural terraces and orchards are recurrent in landscape
design. Independently if the original activity is no longer present, agricultural motifs through their clear geometrical patterns generate
a special interest and a point of inspiration for many landscape architects: Look for example the Asla professional awards 2010 given
to The Gary Comer Youth Center Roof Garden in Chicago by Hoerr Schaudt Landscape Architects, the docks of Bordeaux by Michel
Corajoud, the Park Citroen in Paris by Gilles Clement, the park Forlanini in Milan by Proap, the botanical garden of Salou or the park
of Alamillo in Sevilla, Spain By Jordi Bellmunt, and the proposal for Governor’s island in NY by Michel Devigne.

As far as the selection of the specific case studies, these were chosen according to two main criteria:
Landscapes first had to be ¨personal¨, as to qualify me simultaneously as a researcher and as a perceiving subject.
My personal experience on each one of the two selected case studies has a different point of departure:
The first case study corresponds to the landscape unit of Secano de Belianes i de Ondara, located in the region of
Lerida, as delimited in the first landscape catalogue redacted in Catalonia. My personal involvement in the redaction
of this landscape catalogue as also in the subsequent essay for the development of landscape guidelines of two
landscape units113, an experiment on how the landscape guidelines derived from the landscape catalogues could
be implemented in the regional planning, has evidently marked considerably my point of departure.
The second case study is located at the agricultural park of the Llobregat River in the province of Barcelona, a
landscape of a recognized cultural value, subject to a series of figures of protection and management. My personal
residence is found in its limits, fact that converts it into a personal landscape of accumulated memories and
experienced atmospheres. Although much work of analysis has already been conducted for this landscape114, 115,
little has been said as far its ¨aesthetic¨ or ¨intangible¨ values are concerned. I hope that my personal investigation
can add a small grain of knowledge to the already existing analysis and evaluation of this fragile landscape and serve
as an alternative tool towards its preservation, management and transformation.
What these two case studies share is their condition as agricultural landscapes whose particular ¨beauty¨116 is
far distant from archetypal prototypes potentially linking atmosphere to sublime landscapes. I am interested in
agricultural landscapes both as a researcher and as a designer: Contemporary dynamics of economy lead these
landscapes towards a twofold but equally vast transformation: homogenization, in an age when technological
mediums permit maximum production at the stake of erasing all clues of cultural history or abandonment. Both
case studies selected are in an eminent stage of change. If there is a possible manner of preserving or adding
values to these landscapes while designing their transformation is a central question to which, I hope, my
cartographic essays might offer an additional tool for their possible answer117.
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Fig. 73

Fig. 74

Fig. 73: Localization of the unit in the territory of Catalonia
Fig. 74: Localization of the unit in the territory of Lerida
Fig. 75: Landscape unit of Secano de Belianes i de Ondara, capture from Googleearth
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Fig. 77

Fig. 76: The second case study site and its relation with Barcelona
Fig. 77: The official map of the agricultural park available at http://parcs.diba.cat/web/BaixLlobregat
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The tool
My objective is to contribute in a method for the cartographic interpretation of atmosphere and not create a
particular representation of a specific atmosphere. What is more, this method wishes to be easily reproducible and
certainly not depending only on the representational capacities of the researcher.
Thus, the selection of the software applied cannot be casual: The essays are elaborated with the Arcview software,
a specific application of geographical information systems. This software permits the quick crossing and processing
of an immense number of databases, both vector and raster, and most importantly the creation of new ones. But
beyond all the acknowledged virtues of this software our selection is more linked to the fact that GIS technologies
have resulted to be the tool by excellence of landscape analysis. The cartographic essays assume GIS thus not
merely for its advantages but mainly for reinforcing the objective for the configuration of a methodological process
that might be shared through a cartography tool commonly used in the field of landscape architecture.

The essential databases

[118] Essential layers extracted from the topographic database:
Hydric structure
Considering the fact that in the southern Europe context the visible presence of continental water is scarce, the use of the
hydrography layer is directed mainly towards an understanding of the form of the structure of the irrigated agricultural landscape but
also to the presence of the occasional torrential watercourses, mainly manifested by the presence of vegetation that takes advantage
of the humidity. This layer is ultimately linked to the topography layer, revealing places of shade, humidity and spontaneous vegetation
contrasted with the predominant image of the landscape which lacks most of these qualities.
The plot pattern.
Another important parameter, especially in an agricultural landscape is the plot pattern.The plots reveals the rhythm and the
perceived geometry in the landscape. One of the reasons of the threatening homogenization of the landscape is due to the modern
agricultural technologies, which permit the topographical homogenization of the ground to reach higher performance slopes. This fact,
in parallel with the dissolution of the small property, which indirectly maintained not only attributes of increased diversity of the crops
but also contributed to a higher density of separative vegetation lines (margins), leads to a progressive loss of the complexity of the
agricultural landscape.
The plots layer can help detect those elements which contribute in increasing the diversity of the agricultural landscape. Moreover,
the analysis of the trends and dynamics affecting the study site, deduced from the analysis of the broader context as proposed
by the Netzstadt method, may indicate those nodal places, mainly agricultural, whose formal configuration is more subject to a
transformation towards homogenization or abandonment.
The buildings.
Buildings, classified according to the specific nature of their use in urban, industrial and isolated, reveal areas of human activity.
Our study does not refer to the interior core of the urban, but to isolated buildings in the landscape, charged with a unique value
(historical, symbolic, religious) and to the settlements not only in relation to their perimeter, as their ¨back¨ facade perceptible from
their surrounding landscape, but in relation to the manner that they interact, transform and are placed in the landscape. Further
analysis is needed in order to identify the degree of incidence of architecture in perception, as part of the landscape and not merely
as self referenced elements.
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Road infrastructures.
Highways, roads and paths reveal the manner of perceiving through crossing the landscape. This layer also leads to the classification
of the landscape according to its basic affordances: firstly in physically accessible or not accessible, and, through the study of the
perceptual visual fields in visually accessible or inaccessible. The analysis also focuses in the degree of persistence of certain areas in
the visual perception of the landscape

Following similar criteria, the necessary cartographic databases for the development and the possible reproduction
of the method are easily accessible and their number reduced to a minimum. Three databases have been
considered as essential and all cartographic essays presented have been constructed based mainly on their
processing:
- The orthophotos, representing the most synthetic image available of any site, its most dense 			
representation, (1:5000 scale, available at the Cartographic Institute of Catalonia).
The work with an orthophoto is twofold: Its observance firstly guides the identification of the signficant issues for
a specific location, but also acts as a testing filter of the results of the analysis performed by the software. The
orthofoto nonetheless it’s not been processed. The thematic databases that serve as the base for the production of
the new databases recollected in my cartographic essays are:
- 1:5.000 topographic database118, available at the Cartographic Institute of Catalonia.
- 1:5.000 habitats database, available at the Department of Territory and Sustainability, Generalitat of 		
Catalonia
The topographic and the habitats database are thus the two most indispensable layers for carrying out the
proposed method. Although the use of the topographic is quite predictable, nonetheless, the habitats database
is certainly not one likely to be used for the identification of a variable as seemingly ¨intangible¨ or ¨aesthetic¨ as
atmosphere is. Nonetheless, the analysis of atmosphere as a spatially situated form presupposes the work with
those cartographic layers from which we can seek conclusions on the perceptible image of the landscape. One layer
that is characterized by a classification sufficiently detailed for this interpretation at least in the Catalonian territory,
is the habitats database. It contains more than 600 classes, including natural, semi-natural and artificial habitats.
This database has two main advantages: although the term habitat refers mainly to an ecological function, it can
simultaneously offers information for the interpretation of the quality of the spatial image of the landscape.
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Fig. 78: Basic layers of the topographic map
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Fig. 79: The new irrigation channel and the area transformed from dry to irrigated land
Fig. 80: Capture from Bingmaps, no street map available in the unit

Fig. 79

3.2. CASE STUDY I:
landscape unit of Secano de Belianes i de Ondara,
Tierras de Lerida

Fig. 80

The first case study is a traditional dry agricultural land in the interior of Catalonia. The site corresponds to
the landscape unit of Secano de Belianes i de Ondara, in Tierras de Lerida, delimited and documented in the
Landscape Catalogue of the Tierras de Lerida.
The unit is subject to various socio-economic pressures which enable it as an interesting and distinctive case
study: At a first place, it is object to a radical transformation of its character due to its eminent crossing from the
new irrigation channel of Segarra Garrigues. This new channel will potentiate the change from a dry agriculture
land to an irrigated one with obvious consequences both to its image and to its function. However, the agricultural
transformation is not the only process impacting this unit. It is crossed by a large infrastructure corridor that
connects Lleida to Barcelona, and the new TGV line Paris-Madrid. It’s nodal and most strategic urban nucleus
would be the city of Tarrega, in parallel with the industrial area that extends up to the nuclei of Urgell and Vilagrasa.
It is a landscape in transformation, but most of all it is a productive landscape of scarse acknowledged values.
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Fig. 81: Ortophotos

Activators of atmosphere: Index

I. Affordances and spatial patterns of containment
- The topographic morphology
- An interpretation of the perceived image

Activators of atmosphere

The cartographic essays for the first case study face initially the challenge of seeking cartographic analogies between
the objective properties of the environment and the three levels that structure atmosphere: basic affordances, spatial
patterns of containment and morphological complexity. Initially, the cartographic essays propose a cartographic
interpretation of these levels through a series of variables that are here defined as atmosphere activators.

II. An initial approach to morphological complexity: Densities of presence
III. Rhythm
In space:
- The perceived geometry
- Changes: nodes of attraction of the gaze
In time

The level of basic affordances (or potentialities of action) is interpreted initially in terms of the visual and physical
accessibility, followed by the analysis of the basic spatial patterns of containment interpreted mainly through
the layer of topography. This analysis is complemented by the processing of the habitats data base that offers a
synthetic morphologic interpretation of the specific manner that this landscape contains the embodied experience.
The analysis continues with an initial approach to the morphological complexity of this landscape defined in terms
of the perceived rhythm in space but also the rhythm in time: Rhythm in space is interpreted through the density
of the perceived information, the complexity of the morphological configuration of its defining geometry and the
identification of the perceived changes of the landscape, functioning as nodes of attraction of the gaze. On the
other hand, rhythm in time intends to approach the intrinsic potential of this landscape for periodical change in
time in terms of its image. Although these changes cannot be perceived during one visit, this attribute is considered
significant for being a property perceived as an intrinsic potentiality of this landscape.
The above list is not definite. It emerges from the analysis of this landscape in particular, from the identified
specificities of this agricultural, plain territory.
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Fig. 82: Physical support

Visual structure
Persistent horizons
Degree of visual exposure
Very low

Low

Low
Medium
High

Panoramic viewpoints
29, Ermita de Sant Eloi
30, Tossal de Montalbà
33, Santuario de la Bovera
The relief
Linear boundaries: Slope 1,5%-3,5%

Affordances and spatial patterns of containment
The topographic morphology

The plain: Slope 0,5%-1,5%

This layer pursues an initial interpretation of the topographic morphology of this landscape and more precisely the
manner that this morphology contains the observer, which is classified according:
-The basic visual structure revealing some basic affordances offered to the observer in terms of the different degrees
of the sense of visual exposure acquired throughout this landscape. The panoramic view points and persistent
horizons are highlighted for their incidence in the perceived image of this landscape, as a first approach to the
elements that attract the gaze, from the immediate visual field towards the surrounding context.
- The predominant forms of the topographic relief, in order to understand the ways in which the observer is located
within them (valleys and plains), as a first approach to the predominant spatial patterns of containment of this
landscape. A generic classification of the slopes, which at least in the field of urban planning generically includes
the plain in a percentage of 0-5% of slope (see Fig:77), representing the optimum inclination for minimal costs of
intervention, nonetheless doesn’t seem to justify the following observation: the ortho-photo reveals that the geometric
configuration of the agricultural patterns is modified across this landscape, for reasons that are not immediately
explained by the presence of any element which is apparently activating these changes. This observation has leaded
to a detailed process of the topographic morphology beyond this ¨traditional¨ classification:
This analysis reveals that the predominance of the plain (0,5-1,5% of slope) in this rural landscape is linearly
marked by a series of minimum slope changes (1,5 -3,5%).
These linear accentuations of the topography are causing a significant disfigurement of the geometrical configuration
of the agricultural pattern. These minimal changes could be considered as a kind of flat boundaries or frontiers
understood not as lines, but rather as linear zones of variable thickness. They configure morphological boundaries,
transition zones between differentiated agricultural geometrical patterns and form perhaps the most significant and
main effect of concreteness of this rural landscape.
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Fig. 83: Linear boundaries
Capture from Googleearth
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Fig. 84: Rooms

An interpretation of the perceived image

Using as a base a first approach to a morphological analysis of the habitats database119, the map of a synthetic
interpretation of the perceived image has been elaborated, classified according to the basic affordance of potential
visual and physical accessibility and to the morphology of the identified areas. This analysis places the attention on
the enveloping of the body in the first visual field, working in a complementary manner with the previous analysis in
which the variables were related to a more macroscopic view of the landscape.
The analysis proposes the classification of two main categories: ¨Rooms¨ and ¨limits¨. The term rooms is been
metaphorically used in order to emphasize the three dimensional character of the identified areas, and additionally
its potential ¨domestic¨ use. More specifically the following classes have been detected:

- Rooms, easily to walk in and through include:
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[119] The morphological analysis of the habitats guides the approach to the visual quality of the information perceived. Considering
the specificity of the Mediterranean context, the following classification is proposed:

		

- The plain occupied by arable dry and irrigated crops

The plain: agriculture
Lineal geometrical patterns of agricultural vegetation of fruit trees (vineyards and apple trees mainly). The typical model of cultivation
of each landscape should be considered, although the most common in this landscape would be in form of ¨screen¨ alignments.
Relevant additional information would be the dominant orientation of these ¨screens¨ in relation to the perceptual axis or point of
view, in order to understand if they function as visual barriers or on the contrary permit the penetration of the gaze in between the
alignments.
Geometrical patterns of agricultural arboreal vegetation (olive and almond trees): the gaze is permitted to cross through the trunks of
the trees, normally planted in equidistant points in form of a grid.
Mix woodlands
Deciduous forest vegetation.
Perennial forest vegetation.
Singular vegetal elements: classified in points or screens: these last function as visual barriers but also as linear elements that
configure subspaces in the agricultural plain.
Spontaneous vegetation, communicating the presence of humidity, water of even abandonment or the limits between two agricultural
parcels in form of vegetated margins

		

- Accessible grid: olive and almond trees.

		
		

- Corridors: vineyards and irrigated fruit crops, permitting to pass through them through the 		
paths formed in between the linear structures that sustain the crops.

- Opaque limits: include the vegetation lines mapped through the observation of the 1:5.000 ortofoto and
the existing pinewoods, functioning as visual and physical barriers.
- Semi-Transparent limits: include the mix woods, the deciduous woods and reeds which form serpentine
linear formations, parallels to the linear slope changes, caused by the concentrated humidity. These 		
permit a certain degree of visual connectivity
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Fig. 85: Full and “accessible” rooms
Capture from Googleearth
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Fig. 86:

An interpretation
of the perceived
image

Rooms
The plain
Dry herbaceous
Irrigated herbaceous
Accessible matrix
Olive and almond trees
Corridors
Apple trees
Vines
Opaque limits
Pines
Vegetation line
Lineal topographic element
Semi-transparent limits
Mix woods (perennial/deciduous)
Reedbed
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Deciduous vegetation
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Fig. 87: Series of densities

Paths

Industrial

An initial approach to morphological complexity
Densities of presence
Buildings

Plots

The variables of the topographic layer are processed in order to reach more qualitative conclusions about the density
of their appearance and their relevance in shaping the landscape image. The density filter permits, on the other
hand, the crossing between the various resultant densities, reaching conclusions related to the grade of the density
of the perceived information and the interaction between the distinctive densities also. This last is relevant not only
for offering quantitative information about the perceived data, but also for the definition of those nodal areas which
mark the origin or the fading of the presence of an element. One of the most recurrent discourses in landscape
architecture is that in the landscape we don’t perceive lines or defined limits, at least not in the manner that many
landscape elements are represented through a process of abstraction in the cartography. Working with the density
filter permits us approach a cartography that avoids impoverishing abstraction and interprets in a more precise
manner the spatial experience of a landscape.

Farms

An interpretation
of the perceived
image
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Fig. 88:
Study of the visual intensity along the NII highway

Degree of visual exposure

When the densities of these layers are crossed, places of intensity are revealed. This observation has two interesting
angles: densities reveal places possibly under pressure caused by a vast spectrum of influencing forces, and places
that might define possible ¨opportunity¨ areas for design and planning. The concept of intensity is not delimited in
the detection of the high quantity of information but it is also related to the visual exposition, and as consequent,
with the landscape image. The study of the visual intensity reveals two types of elements: those which are more
persistently perceived in the landscape, and others which, although singular, predominate in the majority of the
visual fields, as for example the persistent horizons, prominent topographic elements, or for example certain
buildings or even electric towers. The analysis of the intensity as far as the isolated elements is concerned, would in
turn precise of specific field work and a sufficiently detailed cartographic base that could provide with this scale of
information.

Directionality of the visual frontiers
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Study of the quality of the first visual field classified
in compact and fragmented
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Fig. 89: Margins

Rhythm in space
The perceived geometry

Fig. 90: Dry stone walls

This is a possible approach to the experienced rythm in space in terms of the geometry of the landscape. In this
layer are included all those elements that are characterized by a legible and discreet geometry in the landscape.
The layers related with a possible interpretation of the geometry of the territory bare extracted from the 1:5000
cartography, mainly those related with the agricultural landscape and more specifically, the layer of irrigation and
drainage channels and the agricultural plots.
The orientation of the plot patterns is calculated and more specifically the dominant orientation of the plots’ limits.
This information is considered valuable for the configuration of the visual, if not spatial, experience of the agricultural
landscape. Moreover, it is considered that the dominant orientation of the observed elements influences the
direction of the observers’ gaze.
Apart from those layers automatically extracted and processed, the layer of the perceived geometry includes:
- the dry stone walls, mapped through the observation of the ortophoto.
- the habitats characterized by linear cultivation, processed either in form of a grid pattern (as for example dry fruit
cultivations) or of a linear pattern (as for example vineyards or irrigated fruit cultivations)
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Fig. 91: Geometry
Capture from Googleearth
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Fig. 92:

Perceived
Geometry

Vegetation line
Dry stone wall
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315-360
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Fig. 93: Line of change

Changes: nodes of attraction of the gaze
Fig. 94: Lines of change

Based on the cartography of the synthetic identification of the perceived image, a series of lines that evidently mark
changes in the landscape image are identified. To these ones, the lines of change of the slope and the vegetation
lines that function as visual barriers are also added. This layer detects the principal lines of activation of the
perceptual attention, if we were to accept the hypothesis that the perception focuses more to the differences that to
a homogeneous background.

This essay includes two of the databases that have required the effort of mapping them, or processing them with
high accuracy, based on the observation of the orthophoto (already included in the previous cartographical essays).
These are the vegetation lines and the light changes of slope:
¨Official¨ thematic databases rarely incorporate this level of information. In reference especially to the vegetated
visual barriers database, either whether it is considered to be of an extremely detailed scale of work or because
it is not considered of a distinguished value, it is hardly ever accessible in the official cartography at least in
the Catalonian territory. Nevertheless, the approach to the spatial experience, especially that of the agricultural
landscape, cannot be conceived without the incorporation of the analysis of the elements that work as insignia of the
specificity of the experience of the plain.
On the other hand, changes of the slope, although minimum and perhaps in some cases not even perceptible in
situ, provoke some of the most directly observed changes of the agricultural geometrical patterns. In a first glance
the changes of the geometrical patterns cannot be justified as they are not provoked by any apparent element or
influence. Nonetheless, a more detailed processing of the topography permits the emergence of slight changes of
slope of a local scale that produce a considerable change of the landscape configuration in a far wider scale.

Perceived
Geometry
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Both observations lead to raise various questions on scale: if we are to map the sense of the embodied experience
in the scale of the territory it is perhaps necessary to move beyond the scale of the territory in the analysis in order to
approach the scale of these these particular elements that although local have global effects on perception.
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Fig. 95:
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Line of change
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Slope 1,5%-3,5%
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Fig. 96: Periodical transformation of form and color in time

Rhythm in time

Fig. 97: Periodical transformation of form and color in time after the implementation of the new irrigation channel

The filter of transformation, based on the reclassification of the habitats database according to a comparative grade
of change of the perceived image of each habitat during a one-year span time, is contrasted with the resulting filter
after the implementation of the new irrigation channel of Segarra-Garrigues. This filter is already incorporated in the
Landscape Catalogue as an independent map (incorporated in the list of the aesthetic value maps: 06.3 06.3- Valors
Estetics. Transformacio periodica de forma i color del paisatge).

Slow

Changes
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High

This filter had a very specific purpose for the Landscape Catalogue: offer a tool for assessing the impacts of the
implementation of the new channel of irrigation to the landscape image of the territory of Lerida. The irrigated
agriculture landscape already covers a considerable surface of the Lerida region. Our specific case study is situated
in the frontier between this persistent image and the small portions of dry land remaining in the surrounding
landscape. This layer acquires a differentiated meaning when it is observed in different scales. Although the
database remains the same the value assigned to each element is depending on the specificity of its local spatiotemporal context but most importantly to the specific questions posed. In the scale of the territory the change
provoked by the transformation from dry to irrigated land is directly perceived, as also in the scale of the case study
unit. The conclusions extracted are not bounded at this conclusion. The initial layer offers us information on the
intrinsic value for change of the landscape elements: specifically in the case of an agricultural landscape, a highly
artificial landscape, the rhythm of the periodical changes of the agriculture vegetation acquire another dimension:
they offer an insight of the differences, of the structural hues and refinements of its image. The geometrical grid
pattern of the almond trees is completely different during the flourishing period and even more when its substratum
is covered with spontaneous fields. It is an image quite different than that of the olive trees and even more distant
from that of the linear pattern of the vineyards. What is more, in an agricultural landscape the deciduous vegetation
linked to the hydrographic axes also acquires an elevated importance. Value thus is subject to comparisons,
analogies, scale and weigh between elements in space and in time.
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Fig 98: A cartographical interpretation of the atmospheres present in this landscape

[120] And the following elements corresponding to this specific unit, recovered from the Landscape Catalogue:
The historic, symbolic and religious values
The panoramic viewpoints and landscape itineraries
Electricity aerial lines
Dumps
Greenhouses
Abandoned quarries
Abandoned crops
The new Segarra-Garrigues irrigation channel

A cartographical interpretation of atmosphere(s)

The crossing of the layers corresponding to the activators of atmosphere along with a series of singular elements
of a recognized value mapped for the landscape catalogue120, offers us an insight into a possible cartographic
interpretation of atmosphere, keeping in mind that the objective of this cartographic essay is to interpret atmosphere
in terms of causes and not in terms of its effects. The observation of the resulting layer suggests the drawing of a
series of arguments regarding both the spatial configuration of atmosphere and its cartographic interpretation.

Atmosphere is configured in spatial patterns
The crossing between these activators of atmospheres reveal how these properties of the environment are organized
into spatial patterns, working under the premise that atmosphere depends on the precise way in which the
configuration of these spatial patterns affects the embodied perception of a setting.
The cartographic essay, emerging from an essentially morphological interpretation of the variables that have been
considered relevant for the embodied experience of atmosphere, offers an interpretation of the differentiated
patterns of atmosphere present in this unit. Atmosphere results variable throughout this landscape while its patterns
resist a precise delimitation.

Global and local atmospheric pattern(s)
This dense mapping, offers a synthetic view both to a ¨global¨ image of this landscape and to the local atmospheric
moments found across the site: Attention is captured not to the discreet logical articulation between parts, but rather
to the dense co-presence of overlapping layers of spatial situations: different moments of atmosphere are sewn
together with partial overlaps, displacements and juxtapositions between parts that retain their integrity, although
resist a precise delimitation.
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Fig. 98a

Fig. 98b:

A cartographical interpretation of the
atmospheres present in this landscape

Visual structure
Persistent horizons
Degree of visual exposure
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New area of irrigated land
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25, Sant Martí de Maldà, Verdú
51, Tàrrega - Riudovelles
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Geometry of the plots
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Vines
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Fig. 99:
Landscape quality objectives map
included in the Landscape Catalogue of the Lerida Region, CRPPb, 2008

Preservation and valorisation

Recovery, restoration and improvement

Protection of the hills, without any exception

Promotion of strategies for minimazing the impact provked by the farms

Preservation and improvement of the function of the ecological corridors

Improvement of the visual impact of the industrial zones

Protection and restoration of the water system of the rivers Cord and Ondara

Enhance the integration of urban-rural environments
Improvement of the high visual impact provoked by the power lines

Official protection of the non catalogued areas of ecologic interest
Bustard
Protection and management of the areas of recognized ecological value
Net Nature 2000
Areas of special protection for bird species
Preservation of the singular traces of vegetations and mosaics of traditional agriculture
Reedbed
Vines
Significant agricultural pattern
Promotion of valorization strategies for the historic, religious,
identitary values and their surroundings
Cementery
Hermitage
Monumental tree

Landscape integration of the NII highway
Recovery and improvement of the river vegetation
Improvement and landscape/environmental recovery of the areas degrated
by waste management instalations, dumps and purifying plants areas
Waste management instalation
Dump
Puryfying plan
Promotion of interventions for recovery, according to the needs
of the surrounding landscape
Abandoned plots
Abandoned plots near industrial areas
Adandoned quarries
Improvement of the infrastructures in order to constitute oportunities of
landscape and ecological cohesion of the territory

Castle

Roads-highways

Iberian settlement

Train

Cultural element of national interest
Santuary

If we could speak of a global pattern of atmosphere, then it would certainly not be in terms of a whole that contains
parts in a specific distributional pattern. It is also seems that there is no sense in identifying the global pattern of
atmosphere as a unique sharp unit of definable limits. What would the alternative might be?
Perhaps, the key point for answering this question is to return the attention to atmosphere as embodied experience.
Atmosphere orientates and activates perception, is fundamentally based into the embodied experience of a ¨here
and now¨, nonetheless, landscape is experienced also through movement across these differentiated local situations.
The answer thus might be found in the manner in which, at successive thresholds, the structure of each
atmospheric moment motivates the perception of the next, imagining the global pattern as a collage of multiple,
dynamic sequences, pointing to the synthetic reconstruction of successive but different structures of atmosphere
encountered along the paths of movement, where what is carried from one moment into the next is a memory of
atmosphere rather than a memory of precisely articulated form. The phenomenon of nesting patterns of atmosphere
into each other, as if in layers of embodied memory, would be to approach each new setting, or perceptual horizon,
with a perceptual motivation previously felt.
Is the precise sequence at which we encounter with each one of the atmospheric nests important for the reflexive
reconstruction of a ¨global¨ pattern of atmosphere? This would essentially lead us to look at atmosphere as a
discursive form (Langer, 1979), one where the sequential unfolding of relationships over time is essential for
the construction of meaning. Nonetheless, the cartographic essay seems to point towards the interpretation of
landscape atmosphere as configured through overlapping patterns that maintain their integrity while forming part of
multiple narratives spatially distributed in a virtual synchrony across a site.
It also suggests that the site might be analyzed as to whether it prioritizes one sequence, and therefore one kind
of potential narrative, over others. The visibility studies might help us towards this direction. The result would
essentially reveal which are the most ¨visible¨ or ¨invisible¨ sites and would indirectly highlight the most accessible
narrative of all. Nonetheless, this direction, although suggestive, is not the most significant one for this study. Here
we would like to retain the attention to a perspective not commonly treated in this scale: this of atmosphere as
the embodied experience in a pre-reflective level of perception and not to the reflective or mediated interpretation
of atmosphere mapped through the sequential unfolding registered through movement. This level permits reconceptualize the local not primarily as part of a whole that is to be explored through movement and mapped as a
pattern of relations. It seems to constitute open ended “ways of seeing” over and above partial views. As these ways
of seeing fold-upon each other, they might work as the embodied foundation for reflexive interpretations of the global
pattern of atmosphere.
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This implies a tension between the cognitive reconstruction of the generative metaphors and spatial syntaxes of the
site, and the manner of remembering the different situations created within different perceptual horizons. Drawing
once more from the distinction between sign and symbol as defined by Langer (1953), compositional integrity
would more likely be synthetically reconstructed at the level of the symbol, while the level of the sign, the level of
atmosphere, would be less amenable to such global synthetic reconstruction.
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Fig. 100 - 101: Zooms in the atmospheres map

A way through discreet to dense mapping
Some inevitable comparisons emerge through the comparison of this cartographical exercise and the maps resulted
from the landscape catalogue:

Fig. 100

The identification maps included in the landscape catalogue are essentially discreet: each thematic unit
incorporates the evaluation of the elements considered capable of representing it. In continuation, and more
specifically in the landscape catalogue of this precise landscape unit, the most relevant features of each thematic
unit are merged into the map of the landscape quality objectives (see Fig.71), reclassified according to the pertinent
actions to be made for their preservation, management or change.
Nonetheless, although a considerable effort of synthesis has been made in this series of maps, elements are still
treated as functioning as separate objects, with no focus on their distributional pattern in space. The case of the
patterns of aesthetic value forms an exception. Nonetheless, no special attention is paid, neither mapped to the
relation of each pattern with the rest. It seems that the landscape quality objective maps, although incorporating
information of various elements are still essentially discreet maps that can only help decision making through an
added effort of interpretation of the relational spatial patterns between elements.
The cartographic essay of atmosphere(s) seems to suggest a denser cartographic interpretation of the landscape
where value is contextualized not in form of discreet elements forming a distinctive character but in form of a dense
representation of how the spatial pattern formed among elements of distinctive morphological configuration situates
the body within them.
Although this complex dense database is a result of the crossing between ¨discreet¨ thematic layers, which using GIS
technology might be consulted separately, the decision of presenting them in their totality is absolutely conscious
and forms the basic difference between discreet ¨classical¨ thematic maps and my proposal: This cartographic essay
pretends to be an instrument of interpretation, expressing the dynamics, processes and metaphors of the embodied
spatial experience of the landscape.
In this process, patterns of atmosphere are interpreted through cartography as a system of relations between
processes, natural or/and cultural, interconnected in a structure of a specific bodily experienced form: In the case
of atmosphere thus, patterns are subjected to the laws of the perception of the embodied experience, more close
to the sense of presentational symbolism as defined by Langer, involved to a simultaneous, integral presentation
(Langer 1942). Accordingly, their cartographic representation slides towards a kind of dense notation, as proposed
by Goodman (1976) opposed to ¨disjunct¨ notational systems. Following the same line of argumentation, drawing
from the distinction drawn by Goodman between allographic and autographic systems of notation121, this essay thus
oscillates between them both:

Fig. 101
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[121] Naturally, music and painting (and with the latter, of course, sculpture) end up standing on opposite sides of the spectrum, the first being
allographic and allowing for a notation, the second autographic and not admitting of any notation compatible with practice. A work of music is, for
Goodman, “the class of performances compliant with a character” (Goodman 1976, 210), where the character is the musical work’s score.
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Fig. 102 - 103: Zooms in the atmospheres map

Fig. 102

The relation between the original atmosphere, as bodily experienced on the site, and its cartographic interpretation
is not based onto criteria of similarity but rather to criteria of exemplification as a referential relation(Elgin 2011)
while the questions of resemblance between the ¨original¨ atmosphere and the mapped one might be placed in
terms of a score that “specifies the essential properties a performance must have to belong to the ¨work¨. (Goodman
1976: 212).
The ¨score¨ here proposed might be considered too dense to be easily legible. Nevertheless, it is directly perceptible,
more proper to a semantically dense system: In a semantically dense system no mark can be isolated as a unique,
distinctive sign: the meaning of a mark depends on its relations with all other marks in a dense, continuous field.
This passage from discreet to dense representation has a direct consequence in the manner that landscape is
mapped: essays provide a total image of the territory, enveloping its whole surface. Distinctiveness is thus based
not on the heterogeneity between elements representing monothematic values but rather on overlapping intensities
formed by the interaction between the specificities of the elements as they are perceived through their embodied
experience.

Rethinking scale
If we were to return to the definition of pattern inspired by Wittgenstein (1921), the cartography might reveal
the form of the landscape conceived as the possibility of its structure. But if the objective of the cartography is
the approach to embodied experience, the subject is an equal important ¨agent¨ of this structure: The patterns
configuring this structure share multiple scales, experimented simultaneously throughout the embodied experience:
In a bigger scale relations are juxtaposed and interconnected among them forming a global description of the site
while in the local scale, the relation between elements implies a complex pattern of interaction with the embodied
perception of the observer.

Fig. 103
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Could we thus think of this cartographical essay as constructed through multiple, overlapping scales of
interpretation, permitting views over and beyond typical scale constraints? Although the databases used for its
elaboration are this of 5.000, based on the scale of the topographic and that of 50.000 based on the habitats
database, the cartographic result is not referring to a single scale: it must be conceived as essentially a database
and not as a graphic representation of a database. It must be understood as a tool of interpretation. Those
acquainted with GIS technology are aware that the specific representation proposed in graphical terms is one
amongst many. Although the criteria of representation of the researcher might certainly add value to the result, still
these pictures represent the same argument: and the base argument is still the data base constructed through a
process that merges differentiated scales of interpretation.
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Fig. 104: Zoom in the atmospheres map
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Through this process, the methodology here proposed defies thus the attachment of the scale of work with that of
the scale of representation in a twofold manner: The cartographies are approached as geo-localized information,
and as such its visualization is not only variable, multiple but simultaneously specific as it can be adjusted according
to the meaning it exemplifies.

On the other hand, what it is proposed is a potential means of undoing with the conditions imposed by the
scale of planning and design to which theoretically analysis refers to: Although landscape analysis might refer to
regional planning, landscape analysis scale does not have to copy with the scale to which regional planning refers
to as a desired spatial organization of the territory but essentially with the landscape specificity, which operates
in differentiated, and simultaneously in multiple scales when it comes to the representation of its embodied
experience: in this aspect of landscape specificity both the form that landscape elements acquire when crossed
with a specific spatio-temporal context, and the precise manner that this form interacts and acts in within a specific
spatial pattern with other elements are important: Scale interprets both the specificity of the form and the specificity
of the spatial relations established between elements from the local to the global scale and vice versa.
Scale thus is proposed as not unique neither as a scale of interpretation nor as scale of representation, as
cartography should be able to address form as importantly as the syntax of space in terms of relations that function
simultaneously at the local and the global scale in a nonlinear manner.
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A proposal for mapping morphological complexity through atmosphere
Process
[122] Fig 105: Processing of the habitat’s database.
To each one of the habitats present in the unit a numeric value has been assigned reflecting the degree of the complexity, and
indirectly the degree of mystery of its perceived image. More specifically the following groupings and their corresponding classes of
complexity, with an increasing value from 1 to 11 have been classified:
Urban and industrial areas, mining activities, highways. For the density of the interacting systems on their surface, for their continuous
transformation and mobility, for the cultural and historical depth, for their influence to the rest of the territory and the multiplicity of
affordances offered to the observer.
Mix forests (mixture of deciduous and perennial). For the chromatic and morphologic contrast between the two species of vegetation
and the continuous transformation of their image during a year. Additionally, the affordance of accessibility has been added. Forests,
according to the quality of the vegetated understory, are accessible to walk through, offering various grades of light infiltrations.
Deciduous forests, natural and cultivated. For the variability of their image and for the affordance of easy accessibility. A deciduous
forest is normally characterized of a poor understory, due to the fact that deciduous species are of enormously rapid growth, not
permitting sun and light reaching to the understory and also of their enormous water and nutritional needs leaving little margin for
other species to grow underneath them.
Perennial forests: a visual barrier of contrast of light and shadow.
Masses of shrubs. For the grain and the density of their vegetation, their periodical transformation in time and the spontaneity of their
growth.
Non irrigated fruit tree plantations . For the perceived geometrical grid of plantation, for their transformation in time, that although it
is not periodical but punctual during their blooming, continues being relevant. It has been added also the fact that underneath these
kind of plantations a spontaneous growth of natural fields is usually permeated, this last of a important value because of its periodical
transformation in time while being easily accessible.
Irrigated fruit tree plantations: similar to the dry fruit plantation. The minor grade is justified because of their minor accessibility and
the less interest as far as their understory is concerned.
Irrigated herbaceous.For the grain of the vegetation, their color, their texture, for the presence and their relation to the irrigation
channel’s system and for the normally reduced scale of their plots.
Natural fields.For their important transformation of their image during the year, for the spontaneity and their accessibility.
Non irrigated herbaceous.For the enormous extension of their plots.
Visible presence of water. Although it is probably the most complex element as far as its natural processes are concerned and as far
as its influence to the rest of the systems is also concerned, its image is characterized by an immediate legibility.
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This classification is one amongst the possible ones. Our objective is not to define the right classification, but to propose a possible
manner of quantifying complexity. The proposed method for the identification and classification of the perceived landscape complexity
is based to an evaluation that might be considered up to a certain point subjective, while being based to a basic evaluation of the
landscape complexity as configured through the habitats. We could also point out our doubts as far as the evaluation is concerned:
for example, the complexity of the irrigated fruit tree plantations is diminished according to their intensity (the extensive irrigated
crops are monospecific and therefore their perceived complexity is minor). Nonetheless, we could argue that the traditional
irrigated cultivations are, a priori, more complex than the dry herbaceous, for the size of the plots, the variety of the plantations,
the transformation of their image in time etc. In order to reach a more precise evaluation, the specific nature and character of the
cultivation logic present in each landscape should be taken into consideration. Nonetheless, Our objective is not offer a precise
evaluation of this landscape in concrete, but to think on a methodology for that to be possible. We consider that independently of the
precise evaluation of the perceived complexity of the habitats, our proposal reveals a possible path towards the clasification of degrees
of legibility and complexity.

If up to this point the cartography has been based essentially to a dense crossing between mainly discreet
morphological elements and attributes of the landscape, now the investigation is directed to a proposal that might
serve as an indicator of differentiated intensities of atmosphere before even passing on to the diagnosis of the
concrete elements, their configuration and their specific distributional spatial patterns.
The following cartographic essay proposes a specific approach to the concept of complexity, inspired by its definition
as proposed by Kaplan (1979) and its cartographic interpretation based mainly on the evaluation of the quality of
the visual information bodily experienced in the field. Drawing from Kaplan, in this essay, complexity is interpreted
in terms of the “diversity” or “richness” (Kaplan 1979) of the spatial information perceived. Nonetheless, the
interpretation also evaluates this spatial information taking in consideration also the mystery component (Kaplan
1979). More concretely we make reference to mystery as the ¨promise for new information¨ (Kaplan 1979:244),
evoking a mind focused on a variety of possibilities, of hypotheses of what might be coming next. (Kaplan 1979:244)
This combination between the complexity and mystery component and its cartographic interpretation is certainly
ambitious. Nevertheless, my proposal does not pretend to function as a precise analog to Kaplan’s classification: it
is inspired by the Kaplan’s definitions but it is adjusted to the availability and the scale of the databases with which I
work.
In the cartography of the complexity experimented in the landscape, the methodology followed is structurally
different, as it proposes a step back¨ into the cartographic analysis of the atmospheres as conducted so far: The
method pretends to be an easily and rapidly accessible tool that might orient the investigation into a more detailed
analysis. For this reason, the cartographic databases are sharply defined and their number reduced to a minimum.
What is most important in this case is not the multiplicity of the available databases, but the precise processing of
the selected ones which incorporate mainly basic layers as topography, road and paths infrastructures, buildings
and most essentially the habitats database122.
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[123] Fig 106: Slope.
The slope layer has been classified in 11 classes, the same number of classes as those determined for the habitats database. The
proposed classification is adjusted to the topographic singularities of the landscape unit, considering that this last is characterized by a
complex topographical structure of serpentine linear forms, with slope oscillating from almost 0 to 30%. More specifically the following
classification is proposed:
0%
3%
4%
5%
6%
8%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%

More concretely, this cartographic interpretation is based on the information incorporated in the essay representing
the densities of presence, as an approach both to the quantity of information perceived but also as referring to the
spatial pattern generated through the tendencies and the resulting densities of approach and remoteness between
elements as also on the spatial of containment generated by the topography. Although the abovementioned layers
are essential, the most significant database for the processing of this essay is the reclassification of the habitats
database: To each one of the habitats present in the unit a numeric value has been assigned reflecting the grade
of the complexity, and indirectly the degree of mystery of its perceived image. In this definition the potential of
transformation of the landscape image in time has also been considered, along with the complexity of the perceived
geometry and the affordances offered to the observer.
The used cartographic bases necessary for the elaboration of this cartographic essay are thus consciously limited
down to a restricted number, so as to potentiate a rapid, efficient result without depending on the disposition of
complex and difficult to access databases. Resuming these are:
- Habitat database
- Topography information, processed in form of the resulting slopes123
- Plots structure, buildings classified in urban, industrial and isolated, mobility infrastructures classified in highways,
roads and paths, all processed and classified according to the density of their appearance in the landscape124.
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[124] Fig 107: Plots, buildings and mobility infrastructures.
These layers have been processed with the criteria of the density of their presence in the territory. It is a basically quantitative filter
(the more elements present, higher is the grade of density). Nonetheless, although in an initial stage the testing of their incidence in
the visual image is not necessary, it is proposed that the quantitative density is potentially perceived in the landscape, influences the
perception of the complexity and furthermore could be related with concepts such as intensity.
The resulting density layers are the following:
Plot density
Urban edification density
Industrial edification density
Isolated edification density (present in the rural landscape)
Highways density
Roads density
Paths density
The sum of these densities offers us the total density, of all elements, which is also classified in 11 classes.
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Fig 108: Morphological Complexity

Differentiated patterns of atmosphere as indicators of morphological complexity
The crossing between the resulting layers offers us a possible approach to the complexity and partially to the
mystery perceived in the landscape. The comparison between the resulting layer and the previous essay based
mainly on a morphological analysis of the landscape, reveals an interesting similarity.
It might be proposed that the complexity layer serves as an abstraction of the atmospheres layer, offering a synthetic
overview of the differentiated patterns of atmosphere. Differentiated grades of grey refer to the variable specificities
present in the landscape. This dense mapping permits furthermore to visualize the fact that all landscape
has an atmosphere, although not specifically identified in the atmospheres essay due to the constraints of the
morphological analysis that still works with the form of discreet elements and not directly with the effects of their
interaction.
All landscape has an atmosphere, nonetheless, they differ in the manner that they do so: in terms of its evaluation,
the representation of the degrees of complexity ranging from low for the light areas and high for the dark ones might
be misconceived as referring to a high or low value.
Nonetheless, we propose that this essay overcomes this binary interpretation: What is interesting about this
cartographic essay is that the ranges of values do not move from high to low. On the contrary, as we propose, the
range of value is radically different as it applies to higher and lower areas of legibility and coherence as opposed to
a high degree of complexity. Returning to the proposed criteria by Kaplan, we could associate thus minor complexity
to maximum legibility. On the other hand, the areas of maximum complexity could be associated with areas of
minimum legibility.
It is obvious here that the criteria of coherence and legibility as referring to the purpose of making sense and
complexity and mystery referring to the purpose of involvement as defined both by Kaplan come forth in a very
concrete manner in this point. Furthermore, they are directly linked with the analysis of atmosphere as they are
interpreted not only as a legible visual reference but as the manner that the visitor is implicated at a level of basic
affordances.
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Fig. 108a

Fig. 108b:

An approach to morphological complexity
through atmosphere

“High Legibility” / “Coherence”
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“High Complexity” / “Mystery”

Fig. 109, 111, 113: Zooms in the atmospheres map
Fig. 110, 112, 114: Same zooms in area: overlap of atmospheres and complexity layer

Fig. 109

This cartographical essay pretends a simultaneous initial approach to both above ¨purposes¨, in form of the
evaluation of the quality of the information that the elements of the landscape evoke and secondly to their
distributional patterns in space. Let’s insist to the term initial: in this stage this layer serves as an indicator of the
density of elements and the density of the relations between them. Such density is thus initially linked to the terms
of complexity/mystery and legibility/coherence not as two contrasted poles but as forming the edges of the same
entity: in other words, and as Kaplan also points out, any combination between the four is possible, nonetheless this
cartographical essay points towards the predominant element and offers a straightforward insight for the consequent
diagnosis.
As a subsequent conclusion thus, this map does not offer an evaluation of value. It does not represent valuable and
not valuable landscapes. What it does though is to offer synthetic evidence on the specificity of the landscape and
thus might provide a tool towards the decision making on how the possible transformation should be conducted
in terms of the impacts provoked in this specificity. As it will be argued, the complexity essay might serve as an
indicator of the fragility of the landscape, revealing its differentiated grades of resilience to change.

Fig. 110
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Fig. 111

Fig. 113

Fig. 112

Fig. 114
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Fig. 115: The agricultural pattern of Belianes
Landscape elements of the unit as mapped in the landscape catalogue of Lerida, CRPPb, 2008

Morphological complexity as a potential criterion for intervention
Fig. 116: Overlap with complexity layer

My argument parts from the observations resulted from the comparison of the complexity layer with the map of
aesthetic values of the Landscape Catalogue and the landscape unit’s quality objectives map. The agricultural
pattern of Belianes, present in the unit identified in the aesthetic values map and evaluated as an element to be
protected in the quality objectives map coincides with an area of a considerable grade of legibility. This subsequently
means that landscapes of maximum legibility possibly correspond to landscapes of higher value, but surely more
fragile to a possible intervention as the impact provoked in their image by a possible intervention might conclude
in a higher alteration of their perceived compactness. On the other hand, areas of maximum grade of complexity
coincide with areas of a possible emergence of conflicts, and as consequent, potential areas of intervention and
management. What is more, interventions in their interiors wouldn’t affect drastically their degree of complexity.
This doesn’t mean that the project of their transformation would be less complex. It possibly means simply that their
capacity to positively absorb change is higher.
What is important is that this essay provides a key to decide on not where or not propose an intervention but
essentially to understand on how this intervention should be carried out, offering an analysis tool that is more
forwardly adressing design and planning. It is absolutely clear that this essay potentially offers only one of the
necessary diagnoses for the decision making in planning and design. Nonetheless, in my opinion, it does offer
a quite solid base for the diagnosis of landscape and visual assessment studies125 as it changes the balance of
importance from where the intervention is located to how the intervention might be carried out:
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[125] Visual assessment studies: Landscape and visual impact assessment shall be directed towards the predicting and judging
the significance of the effects that new development may have on landscape character and visual amenity. This annex describes the
general approach and methodology for assessment of landscape and visual impacts. The methodology may vary from case to case,
depending on the nature of the issues. However, it must be admitted that such an assessment involves subjective judgement and
preference. The perception and aspiration of the community on particular landscape features must be taken into account.
http://www.epd.gov.hk/eia/english/legis/memorandum/annex18.html

The resulting cartographic essay provides a filter through which an overall image of the differentiated intensities of
atmosphere is made accessible, classified in a dense representation varying from high complexity to high legibility.
This conceptualization of the degree of complexity helps us move definitely beyond the idea of electiveness and
singularity as criteria of value, posing in evidence that all landscapes have atmosphere but they differ in the manner
that they do so. The resulting layer might result a vehicle for assessing how the territory can be transformed as to
re-orchestrate meanings and atmospheric intensities without sacrificing its specificity. In certain manner, the essays
place the accent on how a transformation should be delivered rather than if a transformation should take place.
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Fig. 117:
Bernard Lassus, Glasses and Bottles II / 1976 Heterogeneity is more receptive than homogeneity
S:LASSUS B, 1998, The landscape approach, University of Pennsylvania Press.

As aforementioned, the proposed cartographic essays seek to form an additional tool for landscape analysis and
they certainly do not pretend to substitute the whole range of variables important for landscape assessment, as the
historic or the ecologic, the economic and the social are. Nonetheless, it is a step close to a process of landscape
diagnosis, where information is intentionally synthesized and crossed as to provide not answers to already defined
questions but rather to indicate which the potentialities and the fragilities specific and intrinsic into the proper
landscape are and potentially which concrete synergies would provide with the most interesting result according to
the design and planning objectives.
The analysis also suggests the crossing between the concept of atmosphere and ecological conditions. The
observation that maximum atmospheric intensity is concentrated in areas of elevated interest for the ecological
health of this landscape is a question of methodological interest. Nonetheless, this is not the main theme of my
thesis, it is not the field of my knowledge and surely extends the purposes of this thesis. However it might be
the case though, without wishing to enter the long discussion between scenic and ecologic aesthetics, a serious
investigation of this issue might surely add certain inputs towards a deeper understanding of value in landscape
analysis: the cartography of atmosphere reveals a resonance between the localizable activators of atmosphere with
the habitats data base. This resonance points towards the habitats data base as carrying information related to
environmental niches but also as an instrument for approaching our embodied experience of the landscape. This
perspective on the other hand does not pretend to reduce atmosphere to a biological basis. The other way around, it
potentiates a certain insight from a more ¨integral¨ approach, combining ecology with experience rather than ecology
with the aesthetic reduced to the visual.
The work of Elizabeth Meyer (2008, 2000) is a reference that exemplifies a new conceptualization of the relation
between ecology and experience in contemporary landscape architecture. Nonetheless, this issue has been
addressed mainly in the scale of design and not in the scale of the territory.
Rarely do aesthetics factor into sustainability discourse, except in negative asides conflating the visible with the
aesthetic and rendering both superfluous.
This article examines the role of beauty and aesthetic in a sustainability agenda. It argues that it will take more than
ecologically regenerative designs for culture to be sustainable, that what is needed are designed landscapes that
provoke those who experience them to become more aware of how their actions affect the environment, and to care
enough to make changes. This involves considering the role of aesthetic environmental experiences, such as beauty,
in re-centering human consciousness from an egocentric to a more bio-centric perspective. (Meyer 2008: 6)

Fig. 118:
Panorama of the landscape pattern of Belianes, CRPPb 2007

Fig. 119: Panoramic view of an area interpretated as of high complexity, (CRPPb)

Having reached the point where the morphological analysis of the activators of atmospheres and the resulting
cartographic essay of the interpretation of atmospheres have gained a tool of a more direct and semi-automatic
identification, the following questions then arise:
Is there a possible manner of going further with the investigation of the cartography of overlapping and juxtaposed
patterns of atmospheres beyond the morphological analysis of the proper elements posing the emphasis directly to
the mapping of their relations? And if yes, would that be possible without changing the criteria of scale, tools and
essential databases?
The above question and the derived methodological issues is investigated in the second case study, forming part of
the agricultural park of the Llobregat River. The passage to the second case study does not pretend to thoroughly
test the transposition of the methodology followed in the first case study. In a parallel and complementary manner
pretends to deepen into the potentials of the investigation of the cartographic, but also theoretical interpretation
of atmosphere through the complexity filter. The focus is now transferred to a different a more detailed level
of reflection of the methodological issues emerging from the specific conceptualization of the differentiated
atmospheric intensities revealed through the complexity layer as a tool for the conceptualization of atmosphere.
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